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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0982428A1] To move laundry to the laundering stations, the laundry is clipped manually to a conveyor to be carried into a store zone and
then passed to the laundering process. Before the laundry (10) enters the store zone (23), it is scanned to give a relevant value for the laundering
equipment, and then passed into the holding zone (23). The scanning action gives the length between two laundry carrier clips (15) at the conveyor
(14), holding the edges (13) of each laundry item (10) pref. to give the laundry edge length to be passed into the laundry processing unit, and
especially the edge (13) of the laundry (10) across its insertion direction. The edge (13) of the laundry (10) is measured while it is held by the
successive carrier clips (15) on the direction of movement (16) of the laundry conveyor (14). A retaining measurement rod gives the laundry edge
length as the laundry (10) is moved onwards by the conveyor (14). The onwards movement of the laundry (10) is stopped temporarily before the
start of length measurement, for the insertion of the measurement rod into the movement path of the laundry (10). As the laundry (10) is moved
onwards, the measurement rod is detached from the edge (13) of the laundry (10) to be measured. The measurement rod is inserted into the laundry
movement path between two successive carrier clips (15) which hold neighboring corners of each laundry item (10), and to swing as the laundry
travels along with the conveyor (14), so that the carrier clips (15) move past the rod. At the holding zone (23), the laundry (10) is sorted into an
intermediate store zone according the measured edge length, to be carried in an appropriate section (24-26) of the holding zone (23). The separate
holding stretches (24-26) are arranged according to the number of passes required through the laundry processing unit such as a mangle (11) for
the measured laundry edge (13) length. An independent claim is included for a laundry transport assembly with a monitor station for the carried
laundry (10) on the conveyor (14) before it reaches the holding zone (23), to register at least one relevant measurement appropriate to the laundry
processing unit to take the laundry. Preferred Features: The monitor has a retaining measurement rod, pref. in a U-shape, which swings parallel to
the direction of laundry travel with the conveyor. The measurement rod can slide in and out of action across the direction of laundry travel.
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